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Executive Summary
This study has been undertaken as part of Urban Partnerships for Poverty Reduction Project, a project aimed at reducing
poverty in urban communities across Bangladesh. This report gives the results of the design phase of a pilot project to build
10 low cost houses in Jorgen Babur Mart, a slum in Dinajpur. Details from the construction of the first house are also given.
The objective of this pilot is to find appropriate design improvements and an approach which could be scaled up within the
project.
Jorgen Babu Mart is a slum with relatively secure land tenure. Although the area has not been subject to any recent disasters,
the area is subject to regular flooding and households suffer from an extreme lack of space. The community is from mixed
backgrounds but are cohesive with residents having living there for many years. A Community Development Committee set
up by the UPPRP is active.
Rather than suggest a single design to be indiscriminately copied we are promoting a range of improved building techniques
that will strengthen or improve parts of the house which are particularly weak and vulnerable to the local climate e.g.
treatment of bamboo against insect attack, small concrete foundation posts to keep bamboo out of contact with the ground.
These add a small extra cost to the cost of the house (up to 20%) but will make the houses stronger and much longer lasting –
saving households money in the long run and making them more resilient to disaster.
If these improved techniques are going to spread beyond this project they must be appropriate to place and understood fully
by local builders and communities. To this end we have undertaken workshops with local builders and the community to
demonstrate and agree which techniques will be used in Jorgen Babur Mart. We then used these techniques to develop and
cost 2 house design options, again in workshops in mixed groups of architecture students, local builders and households. A
preliminary budget for these houses was set for Tk.40,000 ‐ around Tk.155 per sq.ft. The designs initially exceeded this by
around 10‐15% but the groups reduced this to within budget by including recycling materials from their old houses, adding
their own money, and undertaking more of the labour themselves. The designs with full costings are given in this report.
Construction of the first demonstration house was completed in 2 weeks at the end of June 2011. As with the design, SAFE
understands that the most effective way of learning is ‘learning by doing’ ‐ a large emphasis was placed on training of local
builders and households in our techniques. The household participated fully in construction, adapting the design to suit their
needs, buying materials, and contributing labour. After the first 2‐3 houses have been completed we will aim to reduce our
role in the project, transferring responsibility for construction, material procurement and budget to the household, builders
and CDC.
The key elements of this approach can easily be scaled up within the UPPRP programme and this is discussed in more detail
at the end of the report. Central to this is the training of community level building specialists to sustain, replicate and
disseminate our improved building ideas beyond the project.
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Introduction
This report details the design phase of a pilot project to design and build low cost housing in Jorgen
Babur Mart, a slum area in Dinajpur town, located in the north east of Bangladesh. It briefly
documents the place, its history, the people who live there and the problems they face with regard to
their existing environment.
It describes the participatory approach used and makes suggestions for several low cost
improvements that can be made to the existing houses. Two, fully costed house designs which have
been produced based on these improvements are detailed. Finally the construction of this pilot phase
is outlined while making suggestions as to how the approach used here can be scaled up to meet the
needs of the Urban Partnership for Poverty Reduction Programme (UPPRP).
Existing environment
Background
Jorgen Babu Mart is area of informal housing situated approximately 2km from the centre of
Dinajpur town. Originally the land belonged to Jorgen Babu, a Hindu land owner who emigrated to
India during the partition of India and the former East Pakistan. Over 500 families currently live on
this land, and although they do not possess formal title deeds, the land is considered in private
ownership with many residents have building permanent or ‘paaka’ buildings.
This pilot study has focussed on one section of Jorgen Babur Mart, inhabited by approximately 50
families. The land used to be waterlogged and uninhabitable but was reclaimed approximately 7
years ago by the NGO CARE. The land was given primarily to resettle families who had previously
been evicted from a nearby slum area on land belonging to Bangladesh Railways.

North east Bangladesh

The people of Jorgen Babur Mart
The people who make up this area of Jorgen Babur Mart are both Hindu and Muslim, and have come
from many different backgrounds though most moved to Dinajpur for economic reasons. They are
involved in many different occupations from TV‐repair men to day labourers to rickshaw pullers
earning between Tk.100‐250 per day. Although some women work outside the area, most stay at
home but generate extra income through home based activities like poppadom rolling or handicraft
production. In a survey of 30 of these families over half had existing micro‐loans and a similar
number also held small savings with 1 of 3 organisations including the local UPPRP Community
Development Committee (CDC).
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Women rolling poppadoms in Jorgen
Babur Mart

Nurul Islam
Nurul lives in a small single room house with his wife Hasina and his two youngest children Hasan and Sumi. They moved
to Jorgen Babur Mart in 2001 with help from CARE after being evicted from there previous house in a nearby slum.
He did not start life out in Dinajpur, but was born in Dhan Ghora, a
village near Rangpur about 60km to the west. He lost both parents
within the first year of his life – his father died before he was 2
months old and his mother suffered from mental illness and
disappeared. He was taken in by his grandmother who looked
after him throughout his childhood. In 1974 when Nurul was
about 11, Bangladesh suffered severe famines under the new
government formed after independence with Pakistan. Nurul
came to Dinajpur with his grandmother in search of work and
food. They settled in a slum area called Sheshshahir Moor Bosti
where he remained until the slum was cleared in 2001.
During that time Nurul marries Hasina, they have 3 children and
he has a variety of jobs including cart puller and lorry driver’s
assistant. It is during this last job that Nurul suffers a severe
accident which affects his back and leaves him unable to walk for
3 years – relying on help from his family to move him around.
With no savings, he is unable to get any professional medical help
and Hasina starts working full time as a day labourer to
compensate. With the help of pain killers and a bamboo brace, he
slowly regains strength and starts to walk and work again.
With his back partially recovered things are better. He now works
as a rickshaw peddler earning Tk150‐200 per day, though can
only manage about 3 days a week due to back pain. His wife
works as a house builder, often 7 days a week when there is work.
Their save Tk10 a week as part of an NGO savings scheme but
currently only have Tk400. Their daughter, Sumi, age 9, attends a
Nurul and family outside their home in Jorgen
nearby BRAC school in the afternoons. When she grows up she
Babur Mart
wants to be a teacher. Hasan, 7, doesn’t like going to school and
often truants despite being taken there by his mother before she starts work. He is falling way behind and his mother is
worried that he will drop out completely. She tells us with an exasperated look how he recently sold his books in exchange
for some peanuts.
Their house is not the best – small at 9ft x 18ft, in poor condition and located next to the communal toilets. Despite that he
is proud and happy to have his own land without the threat of eviction.
Nurul and is family will work with SAFE to produce the first demonstration house built in this area.
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Shahin Islam in his bedroom and study he shares with his
brother. There are no windows.

Environment
Housing in this area is linear with plots laid out on two sides of a single narrow lane. On either side of
the lane behind the plots run two surface drains. Communal toilets have been built in the centre of
the area. This infrastructure was provided by CARE when the land was reclaimed, but is in poor
condition with no structures set up to take responsibility for maintenance.

Plan of existing house for 8 family members

Settlement pattern

Plot sizes vary between 8ft x 18ft up to 30ft x 18ft and are often divided up into several small rooms
to cater for 3 generations of the same family. The houses area simply constructed with a bamboo
frame, ‘ekchala’ or flat roof of Corrugated Iron (CI) sheet and wall materials of either CI sheet or
bamboo mat. Many houses have private tube wells and 2 houses have private latrines constructed in
partnership with the UPPRP programme. A formal electric connection exists to the area with many
7

households connected. A few trees exist within the plots though there is little greenery and no
households grow any vegetables.

Existing Problems and Opportunities
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
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All houses lack adequate ventilation with very few windows or gaps to allow natural
ventilation. As a consequence many households use electric lights and fans during the
daytime.
The CI sheet used for roofs and walls provides very poor insulation and rooms are stiflingly
hot during the day and cold during the winter.
The drainage of the whole area is poor and all houses are regularly flooded during the
monsoon season. This is compounded by the poor maintenance of the existing surface drains.
Most households cook on small portable clay stoves, and burn locally purchased wood.
Without adequate ventilation many women prefer to cook outside, however when it is
raining the resulting smoke inside the houses is a problem.
With up to 3 generations sharing a small plot space is a real issue often with husband, wife
and children sharing a room as small as 11’ x 9’. As a consequence and owing to the heat
many women who roll and dry poppadoms prefer to do so in the congested lane outside.
The bamboo used in construction rots quickly in the ground and is subject to attack from
insects above. Posts need to be replaced every 1‐2 years but are often left leaving houses
weak.
With many families living in the area for a long time there is a strong sense of community
They existing infrastructure is sound, but just needs to be properly maintained.
Strong winds do occasionally affect the region however they are of a much smaller scale that
the cyclones affecting the south of Bangladesh. The area is not exposed.

Participatory Design and Construction Process
The design process has been undertaken in conjunction with the community and local builders. This
is important to ensure that our design matches the requirements of the households, and is specific to
Jorgen Babur Mart – using available materials and addressing the issues specific to this place.
The process is also designed so that responsibility for construction can be transferred to the builders
and individual households so it is essential that we build trust will all participants and that they
understand the improved techniques we are promoting.
The process we have undertaken for this project is as follows:
1. Initial meetings. Primarily with the CDC and then the whole community to explain the project.

Initial community meeting

Study. This involved short survey of approx. 30 households within community including
identifying existing house types and construction techniques; identification of local builders,
available materials; mapping of the community.
2. Selection of 10 households. Households were chosen by the CDC members based on need, and
verified by our own surveys. The chosen households were announced at a community
meeting.
3. Dream house workshop. A 1 day workshop attended by the 10 households, CDC members and
facilitated by the SAFE team and architecture students from BRAC university. Each household
was given materials and asked to build their dream house – the only constraints being that it
must be on their existing land. This helped us to understand what people wanted in terms of
their space requirements. Ideas which came out of this workshop included an area for
growing vegetables, extra flexible space ‐ for guests, for children to play and for income
generating activities like drying poppadoms. To get this extra space many households built 2
storey houses. At the end of this workshop the group decided on who would build the first
house.
4. Initial design. Appropriate improvements were selected and design options worked up. A
tentative budget of Tk40,000 for construction was developed.
Design workshop. A 3 day workshop attended by local house builders, households, CDC
members and facilitated again by the SAFE team and students from BRAC university
students.
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Participants present their dream houses

The first part of the workshop was used to show people our improved building techniques
and included a practical demonstration of a low cost method of treating bamboo. A local
song team attended and sang songs which reinforced these messages.
The second part focussed on developing our initial designs. Working in mixed groups –
builders, households and architecture students, we built models of two different designs
which incorporated the improvements discussed on the first day of the workshop. Next the
groups worked out the costs of each house. These came out higher than the tentative budget
set previously and the groups were encouraged to find ways of reducing costs, whilst
maintaining the agreed improvements. These included recycling materials from their old
houses, reducing optional extras like expensive window and door frames, adding their own
money, and undertaking more of the labour themselves. At the end of the workshop a
timeframe for construction of the first house was agreed. See Appendix A for a detailed
programme from this workshop.
5. Detailed design and costing. Undertaken by SAFE team and BRAC architecture students,
results given in this report.
6. Build first 2 demonstration houses. Although the costs for the basic house will be met by the
project, responsibilities were agreed previously between SAFE and participants: households
will be responsible for dismantling houses, keeping site clean, providing 2 people daily for
labour during construction and carrying materials to site. The demonstration houses will be
used to teach local builders and households about the improvements ‐ short workshops will
be carried out during construction. Households and builders will be encouraged to take an
active role in decision making. Procurement will be done jointly between builders, SAFE, CDC
and the household.
7. Build remaining 8 houses. Following a review of the demonstration houses by all, a timeframe
for the construction of the remaining houses will be agreed and construction commence.
More responsibility will be placed on the builders and households with SAFE taking a more
‘hands off’ role. Responsibility for material procurement will be passed to builders,
households and CDC.
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BRAC architecture students, builders and household
work on the design

Recommendations for improvement
Rather than produce a single design to be indiscriminately copied w e are recommending a range of
design improvement options. These are modest technological changes that will increase the
performance of existing housing types by strengthening or improving parts which are particularly
weak or vulnerable to the local climate. This will allow households to save money in the long run
through increased longevity of materials and make them less vulnerable to hazards such as floods or
strong winds.
These options use available materials and are low cost – scaled to the actual costs that low income
households invest in housing. We aim for these improvements to increase total costs by only 20% of
the cost of existing housing. They are based on practical experience from SAFE’s team and existing
best practice on the subject123. They are context specific but would be applicable in many locations
throughout Bangladesh.
This approach is adaptable. It acknowledges that no two houses are the same – people have different
aspirations, family sizes, occupations and budgets, and as such will need different houses.

1. Plinth Stabilisation and preparation.
Flood water and rain causes cracking and damage to mud plinths. They require regular
maintenance and obtaining this mud from local sources can be problematic. When flood
water enters the house floors become muddy and create a poor environment.
Stabilising the plinth with a small amount of cement has been found to substantially increase
its resistance to dampness and erosion by water, preventing the need for regular
maintenance. The entire plinth does not need to be stabilised ‐ only a capping layer of
approximately 3 – 6in. Prior to this the plinth should be constructed in compacted layers of
regular soil. The plinth should have a minimum slope of 1% for drainage.
Cement stabilisation is suitable for soil that has a low clay content. Soil with more than 10%
clay content may need to be modified by the addition of sand.
Iftekar, K.A. (2005) Handbook on Design and Construction of Housing for Flood‐Prone Rural Areas of
Bangladesh, ADPC. Available at www.sheltercentre.org
2 Mallick, F.H. et al.(2008) Improved design and construction of rural housing in Noakhali, IUCN.
3 Chisholm, M.P. (1979) A study of the provision of rural housing in Bangladesh. BArch thesis, vols. I & II.
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.
1
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2. ‘Kaatla’ or concrete stump
When in contact with the ground bamboo posts rot quickly and can last as little as 1 year. The
use of a concrete stump ensures that the bamboo is raised above the ground level.
3. Bamboo treatment
Untreated bamboo will be attached by insects and a life‐span of approximately 4‐6 years can
be expected. Treated bamboo should last 15–20 years if it is kept dry.
A cost effective way of treating bamboo, undertaken previously by SAFE, uses a solution of
borax, boric acid and water. This solution penetrates the bamboo easily, reducing the level of
sap in the bamboo and making it less likely to be damaged by insects. The method we will use
is known as the Vertical Soak Diffusion technique4: the bamboos are stacked vertically and
the solution is poured inside from the top end (prior to this a hole was made in each
diaphragm using a long metal rod, hammered into one end; the last diaphragm being left so
that water would be contained within the culm). This method increases the cost of the
bamboo by approx. 10%.

Bamboo treatment with borax/boric acid solution
4

Vertical Soak Diffusion for Bamboo Preservation, Environmental Bamboo Foundation, 2003. www.bamboocentral.org
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4. Cross bracing
Cross bracing and plan bracing are essential to increase stability in high winds. Currently
very few houses use bracing. Bracing should be fixed to the frame with screws or nails and
secured with nylon lashing.
5. Stronger joints
Currently joints are made using jute string or wire. It is essential that good connections are
made between the foundations, walls and roof to ensure that the structure is not damaged
during strong winds.

.
Post  wall plate joint improved with bamboo

Cross and plan bracing
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6. Wall materials
Using CI sheets for the walls is costly and results in high temperatures inside the house. One
system used by some households in this area is to use CI sheet on the lower part of the wall
where it is more likely to get wet and with bamboo matting above. This reduces costs while
maintaining the longevity of the wall.

7. Stronger roof structure
Improvements to the existing CI sheet construction are being recommended:
• Roof form should be pitched with a slope between 30‐40 degrees if site allows.
• Overhangs should be 2ft 6in to provide protection from rain whilst resisting uplift by
wind.
• Extra purlins should be provided at the edges of the roof at 1ft 6in which are
particularly vulnerable to wind.
• Strong connections should be made between the roof structure and the walls using
nylon string and bamboo nails as shown in (5).
• CI sheets should be fixed at every 3 corrugations with twisted roofing nails and at
every 2 corrugations along edges.
• CI sheet should be of minimum gauge 0.35mm. Thinner CI sheet is widely used but is
less cost effective due to its shorter life span.
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Extra purlins at edges of roof to resist uplift (taken from Solomon
Island Building Manual, see footnote 3)

8. Ventilation and lighting
Improvements to increase the amount the natural ventilation are being recommended.
• Adequate sized windows
• Extra opening to improve the natural flow of air – slatted bamboo ‘louvers’ under the
roof level and openable panels at ground level

Improved natural ventilation

Proposed sliding window detail
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9. Kitchen garden and planting
The growing of vegetables will be encouraged. Where space is short, vegetables can be grown
in recycled sacks.
Frames should be provided to encourage suitable climbing plants/vegetables to grow on the
roof and reduce the daytime temperatures inside the house.

Gardening bags from a project in Kenya

10. Improved cook stove
GIZ’s improved cook stove or ‘bondo chula’ is available locally. When maintained and used
properly it will reduce fuel consumption by up to 40% from a traditional stove. It would be
installed with an exhaust flue to remove smoke from the kitchen area.
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Improved cook stove

Two adaptable house designs for Jorgen Babur Mart
During this initial design phase and workshops, 2 outline design options have been worked up. These
designs are specific to the space constraints of the area and the needs of the households who will live
in them. They are based on the improved construction principles mentioned above and are adaptable
to suit the needs of all households in this area.
House #1 (refer to Appendix B for architectural sketches)
The design features of this house, other than the improvement mentioned above are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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One storey house as per the space requirements
2 ft. recess has been provided at the front to allow space for growing vegetables and plants
Space has been allowed for the later provision of a tube well and latrine.
Kitchen at the rear allows easy access to drain and proposed tube well.
Retractable door at the front to allow overnight storage of rickshaw.
Split roof to improve natural ventilation and allow access for drying poppadoms on roof.
Flat roof has been chosen over pitched due to drainage issues – allowing all rainwater to fall
toward the drain at rear without the need for guttering.

House #2 – 2 families (refer to Appendix B for architectural sketches)
The design features of this house, other than the improvements mentioned above are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two storey house as per the space requirements of the proposed owner.
Build in ‘terrace’ and with shared centre wall to reduce costs.
2 ft. recess has been provided at the front to allow space for growing vegetables and plants
Space has been allowed for the later provision of a latrine.
Kitchen at the rear allows easy access to drain and proposed tube well.
Split roof to improve natural ventilation and allow access for drying poppadoms.
Flat roof has been chosen over pitched due to drainage issues – allowing all rainwater to fall
toward the drains at the rear without the need for guttering.

Discussing the design of the first house with the
household and builders

Costs
A detailed cost breakdown for each house type is given in appendix C. The cost for house type #1 is
estimated at around Tk38,500 and house #2 at Tk38,000. This price assumes 2 labourers provided
free of charge from the household. It also doesn’t include a provision for the improved cook stove.
It should be noted that the labour cost for the first 2 houses is likely to be significantly higher –
around 50‐70% more. This is because the builders will be learning new techniques for the first time
and will be working slowly.

Dye used with the borax/boric acid treatment
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Construction of the first demonstration house under
way

Construction of the first demonstration house
The first demonstration house was constructed over 16 days in July 2011.
Detailed drawings of the construction are given in Appendix D.
The costs for the house are in line with those given in Appendix C. Extra costs of approximately
Tk.6500 were spent on improving the finishes of the house, for example painting parts of the
frontage and improving the doors and windows. These details make the house stand out and
encourage people to take notice.
During construction a large emphasis was placed on training, with bamboo experts working with
local builders to teach new techniques.
The household were fully involved in the construction providing 2 labourers daily and participating
in procuring materials. They worked with the construction team to alter the design to suit their
specific needs.
Bamboo post fixed to (buried)
concrete stump

Floor finished with 2” cement
stabilised capping layer
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Window frame detail

Expanding the program
The following is a summary of how the process described in this report could be adapted and scaled
up to meet the needs of the UPPRP programme. At its core is the training of community‐level
building specialists to sustain and disseminate the new construction methods that are introduced.

1.

Steps

Objectives

Activities

Initial study

Familiarisation with locality and it’s problems;

Survey

Develop potential design improvement options;

Documentation of settlement patterns, existing house typologies, costs of construction and impact of
disaster on households.

Build relationship with local CDC members and community;
2.

Design

To decide on design improvement options appropriate to
place;

Design workshop involving participating households, local builders and CDC members;
Focus group discussions;

To educate local builders and households about these
improvement options;
3.

Design and
Implementation

To demonstrate design improvements;

Construction of one demonstration house using design improvement options.

To train local builders and households in these new
techniques;

Mini‐workshops to train builders and households about improved construction techniques.
Ensure participation by the household including decision making and contribution of labour and
available resources;
Review and make changes to design improvements where required.

4.

Transition/Exit
strategy

To make local people independent from external consultants;

Construction and/or strengthening of up to 5 houses, replicating activities from step (3);
SAFE team to take a more ‘hands‐off’ role with responsibility for construction quality, costs and
programme transferred to builders and households.

Our experience has shown that often the poorest households require a small subsidy to encourage
them to use these techniques. However this should not be done in isolation but in conjunction with
the programme of education and demonstration houses outlined above. It is recommended that any
subsidy provided should be given as ‘matched’ funding to encourage households to save money for
their house with the CDC.
Leaflets and posters for standard improvement techniques should also be produced to help
disseminate these ideas.
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Appendix A
3‐day design workshop programme

11.05.11/JA
Simple Action For the Environment (SAFE)
Design Workshop – Jorgen Babur Mart community, Dinajpur, 1517th May 2010
3 day design workshop with 10 members of the community of Jorgen Babur Mart, architects,
engineers, carpenters and builders. Objectives: to build trust between partners; learn about
building‐for‐safety techniques appropriate to the context of Jargon Babur Mart, develop designs
for our proposed houses within a specific budget; produce an outline plan for construction.
15.05.11 Day 1 –Existing good practice
10:00 – 10:30

Introduction – getting to know each other.
Objectives (see above)
Activity – each household draws their house on the map.
SAFE – about us

10:30 – 13:30

What is a hazard? What is a disaster?
Activities – brainstorm different hazards and then in groups think of ways
to design your houses to overcome them. Followed by short presentation
by groups on their findings.

13:30 – 14:30

Lunch
Good practices of resilient low‐cost housing in Bangladesh, relevant to
Jorgen Babur Mart context. Including
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bamboo treatment
Lighting and ventilation – windows; natural ventilation; improved
cook stove
Stronger frame – improved bamboo joints; cross‐bracing;
concrete foundation posts (kaatla)
Walling materials and heat
Cement stabilisation for earthen plinth
Growing vegetables

16.05.11 Day 2 – Initial design
10:00 – 10:30

Welcome and review of good practices from yesterday afternoon.
Objectives for today.

10:30 – 13:30

Design house for Jorgen Babu Mart (2 groups).
Activities include:
•
•
•

Presentation by architect students to groups about initial designs.
Model building
Groups to focus on different sized houses

13:30 – 14:30

Lunch

14.30 – 16:15

Continue to develop design, incl. cost analysis of each house option (2
groups)

16:15 – 17:00

Informal presentation from each group about each house option

17.05.11 Day 3 – Design review and implementation
10:00 – 10:30

Welcome, objectives for today.

10:30 – 12:30

Design development including revisions with respect to costs.

10:30 – 12:30

Singing with song team

12:30 – 13:30

Presentation about each house option including costs.

13:30 – 14:30

Lunch

14.30 – 16:30

Implementation and management

16:30 – close

Certificate award ceremony

Appendix B
Architectural sketches of 2 house designs for Jorgen Babur Mart

Appendix C
Costings for house designs

House # 1 cost breakdown
Notes
These should be read in conjunction with the design drawings in Appendix D
Labour is assumed at 200Tk/day
Household is assumed to provide 2 labourers throughout construction
Cost does not include extra cost of SAFE supervision, training or transport costs
Labour costs given are minimum ‐ the first 2‐3 houses will require approx. 50% more labour as
builders are learning new techniques and design
CI sheet = Corrugated Iron Sheet
Assume recycled Corrugated Iron (CI) sheet 270 sqft
Total floor area
Improved cook stove not included in price

rev 2

256

06.07.11

sq.ft

Quantity
1 Plinth
Plinth volume = 1' x 266
Assume compaction ration of
Total volume of earth required
Volume of 1 trolley
Total no. trolleys required, say
Cost of 1 trolley of earth
Total cost of earth for plinth
Labour for carrying and placing earth

256
0.75
341
90
4
500

Unit

Material
Cost (Tk)

Labour Total cost
Cost (Tk)
(tk)

cuft
cuft
cuft
Tk
2000
400

Sub‐total
2 Stabilisation of capping layer
Assume average thickness 3"
Volume of cement reqired
Cost of cement @ 375Tk/bag
Labour

2400

1.5

bags
563
900

Sub‐total
3 Concrete stump ('kaatla')
No. required
Total cost @ 140Tk/stump (incl 2no. 3/8" screws per kaatla)
Labour for making kaatla
Labour for fixing in ground

1463

14
1960
200
200

Sub‐total
4 Posts
Average length required 8', assume 1 culm gives 2 posts
Cost of 1no. 3‐4" dia culm (Borobas)
Total cost
Labour to fix to kaatla & posts

2360
15
8
220

no.
culms
Tk
1760
200

Sub‐total
5 Cross bracing & wall plates
5no. walls cross braced, approx length 11.5 ft
Bamboo req. @ 2no. piece per culm, 220Tk ea
6" nails for cross bracing joints
Bamboo for wall plates, approx length 16ft, maklabas @ 160Tk/ea
Labour
Nylon string for all bamboo nailed joints, 2kg

1960

3
40
6

no.
pc.
no.

660
75
640
800
175

Sub‐total
6 Roof frame
Use 'maklabas' bamboo dia 2‐3", spacing @ 2ft 3in c/c
Bamboo required, assume 22ft usable length per culm
Labour to fix rafters
Purlins, use 'goranime' timber, 2"x1" @ 420Tk/cuft, total length 250ft
Labour to fix purlins
Nails to fix purlins to rafters
Side roof, length 10ft, make using bamboo and recycled CI sheet
Bamboo required

2350

8

no.

1280
400

3.5

cuft

1470
400
220

1

no

160

Sub‐total
7 Roof sheet
Use 0.26mm thick CI sheet @ 4800Tk per 72ft x2.5ft (1no. 'ban')
Length of roof spans = 8ft + 7ft + 7ft
Width 18ft
Total length
Ridge plate, 18ft length
Roofing nails
Labour to fix roof sheets

3930

22
8
176

ft
sheets
ft

11733
560
500
400

Quantity

Unit

Material
Cost (Tk)

Labour Total cost
Cost (Tk)
(tk)

Sub‐total
8 Walls
External walls to have 3no. rails to support windows and wall cladding
Bamboo req, use 1‐2"dia 'maklabas' bamboo @ 160/Tk ea, assume 18ft usable length

13193

192
11

ft
no.

1760

Louver, made with 8no. bamboo strip or 'bata', total length required = (2x16') + (2x10')
Bamboo req, assume that 1no. bamboo gives 8no. strips 18ft long.
Labour to fix louvers

52
3

ft
no.

480

Lower part of external wall use recycled CI sheet
Labour to fix rails and CI sheet

0

400

200

Assume recycled CI sheet will be used on walls where possible, assume area of
CI sheet walls fixed with horizontal bamboo strip at 2ft c/c, length of strip required
Bamboo req, assume that 1no. bamboo gives 8no. strips 18ft long.
Tying wire
Labour, assume 2 men can fix 240sqft in 1 day

150
200
1.4

Remaining area of internal and external walls to be constructed with bamboo mat ('bera')
Use bamboo strips or 'bata' at 1 ft c/c on both sides of mat in a grid pattern
Bamboo req, assume that 1no. bamboo gives 8no. strips 18ft long.
Cost of bamboo mat, @ 150Tk for 4'6" x 6' sheet
Labour to fix walls, assume 2 men can make and fix 100 sqft in one day

280
1220
9
11

sqft
ft
no.

160
400
250

sqft
ft
no.
no.

1440
1650
1120

Sub‐total
9 Borax treatment
@ 1Tk per 1ft bamboo, based on vertical soak diffussion method, reusing borax solution 4 times.
Total culms (25')
Total length to be treated
Assume labour undertaken by household

7860

51
1274

ft

1274
0

Sub‐total
10 Doors and windows ‐ basic option
Recycle 1no. door, make 1 new. Use mango wood @450 Tk/cuft
Labour
Windows ‐ use bamboo and recycled CI sheet
Bamboo required
Labour

1274

0.4

cuft

180
400

1

no.

440
600

Hinges and nails etc

100

Sub‐total

1720

Total costs
Cost per square foot

31419
150

Extras costs to improve the finish of the house ‐ make it stand out
Paint & brushes for lower CI sheet panels
Extra bamboo for trims and finishes
Windows and doors ‐ extra costs for expensive option
Extra bamboo for bamboo strip cladding
Window and door timber, use mango wood @ 450Tk/cuft
Locking chains for doors
Hinges and nails etc
Labour for making and fitting

250
3

no.

480

6
1.7

no.
cuft

960
765
160
330

38509

200

1200

Ladder for access for drying popodoms and access to roof
Bamboo required
Labour

1

Bamboo frame for roof climbing plants
Bamboo required
Labour

3

Plants
Labour to contruct flower bed

7090
Tk/sqft

no.

220
200

no.

480
400
500
400

Sub‐total

6545

Total costs

4145

2400

6545

Total cost including extra costs
Cost per square foot

35564
139

9490
Tk/sqft

45054

House # 2 cost breakdown
Notes
This house is for 2 family units, sharing a central wall
Labour is assumed at 250Tk/day
Household is assumed to provide 2 labourers throughout construction
Total floor area of both houses
cook stove not included in p
price
Improved
p

578

sq.ft

Quantity
1 Mud for plinth
Plinth volume = 1.5' x 17' x 18'
Assume compaction ration of
Total volume of earth required
Volume of 1 trolley
Total no. trolleys required, say
Cost of 1 trolley of earth
Total cost of earth for plinth
Labour
2 Stabilisation of capping layer
Assume average thickness 3"
Volume of cement reqired
Cost of cement @ 375Tk/bag
Labour
3 Kaatla or concrete stump
No. required
Total cost @ 200Tk/stump
Labour
4 Posts
Length required average 16', assume each post uses 1 culm
Cost of 1no. 3‐4" dia culm (Borobas)
Total cost
Labour to fix to kaatla
5 Wall plate between ground & 1st floor
Total length req. 20ft x 3
Assume 2 culms per wall to 3" diameter
Total culms
Total cost @220Tk/culm
Labour to fix floor plate
6 1st floor joists
Assume 1 culm can be used across full width of both houses (17ft)
Total no. of culms required at 1ft c/c
U 3" min
Use
i b
borobas
b @220Tk/
@220Tk/culm
l
Labour
7 First floor base
Constructed of split bamboo with 2" mud capping
Total area required, assume 1 split culm covers 10"
Total area of 1no. Split culm 25'
Total no. of culms req.
T t l costt using
i 3" min
i di
b @220Tk/
Total
dia b
borobas
@220Tk/ea
Labour to fix bamboos
Polythene layer under mud
Volume of mud = 2" x 16 x 17
Assume no costs as use left over from plinth
Cement for stabilisation, say 1/2 bag

459
0.75
612
175
4
500

Unit

Material
Cost (Tk)

Labour
Cost (Tk)

cuft
cuft
cuft
Tk
2000
1000

1.5

bags
563
1000

21
4200
500
21
220

Tk
4620
1000

6

no.
1320
1000

16
3520
1000

272
21
13

sqft
sqft
sqft
2872
1000
500

45

cuft
188

Quantity

Unit

Material
Cost (Tk)

Labour to lay mud
8 Cross bracing
For each external wall, use 8 cross bracing pieces, 7' length
Assume 3 piece per bamboo
Total bamboo required, @220Tk/culm
Labour
9 Roof frame
Wall plate assume one culm per N‐S wall
Bamboo required @220/culm
Purlins, use timber 2"x2.5" @ 8Tk/ft
Purlins @3ft c/c with 1'6" c/c at edges
Total no. purlins per house
Length of one purlin, including 2 ft overhang
Total length
Labour to fix purlins
10 Roof
Use 0.35mm thick CI sheet at 6000Tk per 72'x2.5'
Total width = 21 ft = 9 sheets wide
Total length per sheet
Totall length
l
h
Roofing nails
11 Walls
Internal walls or protected walls assume all bamboo mat
Cost of mat, 100Tk for 5' x 6' sheet
Total length of internal & protected wall
Extra soling bricks for ground floor to protect from damp
External walls assume conposite of:
2.5' CI sheet
5' bamboo mat
1.5' bamboo slatted louver
(assume slats from left over pieces)
Total length of external walls

13

no.

2933
1250

3

no.

660

13
21
273

no.
ft
ft

2184
1000

25
225

ft
f
ft

23
74
65

Tk/ft wall
ft
no.

83
17
0

Tk/ft wall
Tk/ft wall

100

ft

18750
230

13 String,
String nails
nails, hinges etc

1000

1727
324

10000

Labour for fixing internal and external walls
12 Borax treatment
@ 1Tk per 1ft bamboo
Total culms (25')
Total length to be treated
Assume labout undertaken by household

Labour
Cost (Tk)
500

2000

72
1810

ft

1810
0
2500

14 Doors and windows
Basic option ‐ make using left over materials
Expensive option ‐ make with good timber

2500

Total

60900

Grang Total
Cost per houshold
Cost per square foot

75650
37825
131

14750
Tk
Tk
Tk/sqft

Appendix D
Design drawings for construction of 1st demonstration house – house owner Nurul Islam.
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